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Abstract
Background: Challenge, sometimes perceived as stress, may be beneficial or detrimental to learning but the
circumstances when it may be beneficial are not clear. This study looks at the association of challenge with
perceived learning and how this might be influenced by affect, context or the type of learning.
Method: The participants, medical students in their first years of experiential clinical exposure, rated specified
learning episodes (LEs) on the perceived learning (low to high), challenge (low to high) and affect (feeling positive
to negative). Such learning episodes were self-identified or identified by course organisers. Correlations, using
Kendall’s tau-b test, were conducted to explore the associations among learning, challenge and affect. In the
second stage the types of LEs were then thematically classified in order to determine those that were positive for
learning and challenging and/or associated with positive affect.
Result: There were positive correlations between perceived learning and challenge, and between perceived
learning and affect for both types of LEs. The circumstances in which challenge (stress) promoted learning were
authentic environments, authentic tasks and simulated clinical activities; most requiring a degree of social
interaction.
Conclusion: Challenge and positive affect are beneficial in the perception of discrete learning, but are two separate
constructs. Ideally both challenge and affect need to operate alongside authentic supportive clinical activities, that
by their nature involve others, to maximise perceived learning.
Keywords: Learning, Stress, Affect, Medical education

Background
Stress was originally defined as a non-specific response
of a body to demands made on it [1] by a stressor or a
stimulus that triggers the feeling of stress. There has
been much written about the negative effects of stress in
education. The common perception that stress is negative fails to account for the potential beneficial effects
that stress may have on learning [2]. The conflation of
stress with distress has hindered examination of positive
effects of stress [3, 4].
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Not all stress is harmful, and some forms of stress can
be positive and motivating forces [5]. Stress can enhance
memory [6], particularly when an individual’s autonomic
state is activated (a physiological stress response) when
there can be an improvement of declarative memory [7].
Declarative memory refers to the conscious or voluntary
recollection of previously learned information [8]. An association has been found between self-reported stress
and learning, with an increase in focus and performance
evident in the simulated setting [9].
Much has been written about the clinical environment
and its influence on learning [10, 11]. Very little research
indicates actual type of learning episodes that contribute
to, or hinder, students perceptions of learning. Stress
that is associated with positive emotions is called
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eustress and may result in being attentive to a task, exhilarated, and being fully present [12]. Eustress differs
from distress in that it energizes and motivates, may feel
exciting and increases focus and performance [13].
Eustress has also been found to have a positive effect on
enjoying the workplace [14, 15].
The term stress was deliberately avoided in this study.
Previous piloting found that students found the term
ambiguous, a finding also supported in the literature
[16], where a frequent interpretation of stress is taken to
mean distress. In this study we have adopted a more
neutral framing by referring to challenge – which, in
turn could be positive (eustress) or negative (distress).
The definition of challenge used in this study is ‘Something that needs skills, energy and or determination to
deal with or achieve’ [17]. This definition deliberately
did not attach any affective qualifier, negative or
positive.
It has been proposed that negative and positive emotions may co-occur but positive emotions may have important functions in moderating the stress process and
are distinct from those emotions that regulate distress.
Positive emotion can help with cognitive tasks such as
hypothesis testing [18] and identity formation, potentially strengthening the desire to be a doctor [19]. Holding positive feelings may broaden an individual’s
attention and thinking [20]. It is thus not clear in which
circumstances challenge, or stress, may benefit learning
nor how affect might moderate such influences.
Conceptual orientation

There are a number of theories that can help us understand these observations, particularly in explaining the
role of challenge, and when challenge might be positive
for learning. Firstly, the concept of stress related growth
and thriving has been evident for over twenty years [21].
Stress related growth espouses that experiencing challenging situations may result in benefits [22]. Vygotsky’s
theory of cognitive development [23], proposes that
there is a space or distance between actual and potential
development of a learner [24]. Disequilibrium presented
by challenging tasks are therefore likely to promote
learning. Similarly, Mezirow’s theory of transformative
learning proposes disorientating dilemmas as starting
points for reframing the learning process [25]. Both
Mezirow and Vygotsky propose that dissonance is required to promote learning. The difference between
what is known and what needs to be known may be perceived as a potential stressor that challenges students.
Secondly the ‘Broaden and Build’ model proposes that
positive emotion encourages thinking and exploratory
thoughts [26]. Alternatively negative emotions are associated with a narrow survival-oriented response, sometimes referred to as a ‘flight and fight’ response. The
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‘Broaden and Build’ model is focused on general enhancement of health rather than its applicability to
learning but a similar pathway could occur with learning. Of relevance is that the ‘Broaden and Build’ model
relies on the development of active relationships, similar
to Vygotsky’s theory of the zone of proximal development (ZPD). In both cases, stretching a learner requires
the help of others. The exploratory thoughts, or the
build component, in the ‘Broaden and Build’ model also
resonates with the concept of growth mind-set and the
belief that through effort there is the capacity to grow
and develop [27].
Including positive emotions in studies of stress may
provide a counterbalance to the predominance of studies
that have focused on negative emotions [28, 29]. This
study aimed to explore the association of perceived
learning with how one feels and the degree of challenge.
The focus was on perceived learning accommodating
the often opportunistic and serendipitous nature of
learning in clinical settings. In addition, the circumstances in which learning episodes are both challenging
and positive were explored.

Method
Context

In a New Zealand medical school, students move from
the first 3 years of the medical course that is mainly in
the protected classroom and simulated clinical environments, into years 4–6 that are situated mainly in workplace clinical environments based in three campuses.
This study was undertaken with a year 4 cohort of students, with a total of 78 students in the year at a single
campus.
Methodology and study design

We asked course organisers, who plan and manage three
clinical placements in year 4, to identify 5–10 discrete
learning opportunities that they felt might challenge students. These are called course organiser identified learning episodes (COILEs). There was no moderation of the
COILEs and they were accepted on face value.
At the end of the first and last courses in year 4, students were invited to a session and were asked, using a
paper based survey, to rate the related course COILEs.
We used the following criteria and rating scales: 1. the
degree of perceived learning, could be rated from no
value, very low, low, unsure, high to very high value; 2.
the degree of challenge, could be rated from no challenge, very little, little, somewhat, high, to very high; and
3. how they felt about the learning episode (LE) could be
rated from very negative, negative, ambivalent, positive,
to very positive.
We also asked the year 4 students, to describe in free
text a memorable challenging learning episode. These
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are called self-identified learning episodes (SILEs). The
students then rated the SILEs using the same criteria
and rating scales as COILEs.
The rating of both COILEs and SILEs was to capture
both the intended curriculum opportunities (which
course organisers think might be challenging) and the
experienced curriculum (what was actually challenging)
and to explore any consistencies in associations. Only
the student generating the SILE, rated the SILE.
The nature of associations

We explored if there were significant differences between ratings of SILEs and COILEs using the ranking
non-parametric Mann Whitney U test and the associations among the ratings of perceived learning, challenge
and affect, for both COILEs and SILEs, using Kendall’s
tau-b test.
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Qualitative and quantitative survey-based data were
collected using reports from students. Although the collection of quantitative data traditionally leans towards a
more positivist research stance a deliberate interpretivist
approach was adopted. It is not assumed that there exists an objective reality and the quantitative data were
utilised to facilitate emergent properties [32]. In addition
the triangulation of the qualitative data collected
through free text comments supports this interpretivist
orientation.
IBM SPSS version 26 was used for the analysis.
Informed consent was secured prior to any data collection with ethics obtained from the University of Otago
Human Ethics Committee (Health), reference number
D14/075.

Results
Response rates

The types of learning associated with challenge and
learning

We used a mix of qualitative and quantitative approaches to explore this, drawing on both the descriptions of the LEs and their ratings.
Firstly, to explore what makes a learning episode challenging in clinical education, we used grounded theory
in conjunction with an inductive interpretivist approach
to analyse the 23 COILEs [30, 31]. A grounded theory
approach was well-suited as there are no previous studies or explanatory frameworks exploring this area. This
analysis was conducted by authors (JR and TW) and
firstly involved categorising/theming any COILEs that
seem to be similar in nature. The SILE free text data
were then read and re-read, and then allocated to one of
the established themes or allocated to emergent thematic categories. Where possible SILE quotes were used
to give illustrative meaning to the themes generated.
Secondly, we then explored the associations of these
categorised LEs with the ratings on perceived learning,
challenge and affect. The Kruskal-Wallis Tests, adjusted
by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests, was used
to determine significant differences between COILEs
within a theme.
Thirdly, we then compared the categories with the ratings to inform whether they should remain together, or
be split into separate categories.
The themed LEs were then analysed regarding the frequency values for perceived learning, challenge and
affect. High value is shown by the proportion of students
who gave a rating of high or very high for perceived
learning and challenge and positive or very positive for
affect. Low value is shown by the proportion of students
who gave a rating of low or less for the learning and
challenge rating, and negative or very negative for the
affect rating.

From 78 students, 51 SILEs were submitted, each rated
by the student who identified it. Students were expected
to submit SILEs only if they felt they had a memorable
example so it is difficult to calculate what an expected
response rate would be.
Twenty three COILEs generated by the course organisers are detailed in Table 1. If all students rated all
COILEs on each of three modules, 882 responses might
be expected; 422 COILE ratings were received. The response rate therefore was 47.5%.
Student ratings of the SILEs and COILEs

LEs identified by students (SILEs) were rated by students
significantly higher than those LEs identified by staff
(COILEs) (n = 482, p = 0.001) for perceived learning with
over 86% of students rating the SILEs very high or high
for perceived learning in comparison with only 56% of
COILEs. In addition the rating of affect was significantly
different with 48 and 84% of students rating COILEs
and SILEs respectively as being positive or very positive
(n = 477, p < 0.001). For challenge, no differences existed
with 56% of students rating COILEs and 49% of SILEs,
as high or very high challenge (n = 484, p = 0.336). High
perceptions of learning and positive affect seemed to
characterise self-identified memorable learning episodes.
Correlations among perceived learning, challenge and
affect

For COILEs there were significant correlations between
challenge and perceived learning (tau-b = 0.276, p <
0.001, n = 429) and between affect and learning tau-b =
0.670, p < 0.001, n = 423). For SILEs a significant correlations between challenge and perceived learning (tau-b =
0.356, p 0.007, n = 48) and between affect and learning
tau-b = 0.329, p < 0.012, n = 48) was also evident. There
was no significant relation between affect and challenge
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Table 1 Clustering and theming COILEs and SILE with illustrative quotes and frequency values
Immersion in authentic clinical environment
COILEs
• Acute Medicine on-call
• Clinical learning outside of 9–5
• Engaging the acute (sick) patient
• Range of patients
• Role of uncertainty in medicine
• Translating ELM clinical examination to the real thing and presenting
SILE illustrative quote
“In medicine working in ED with a helpful / enthusiastic registrar being involved, learning from
patients / management of patients.”

Learning Challenge Affect
N

109

108

102

Proportion of
student ratings
High or very high

74%

64%

62%

Low /negative

7%

5%

11%

Simulated clinical experience
COILE
• history taking simulated sessions
• simulated GP clinic
SILE illustrative quote
“. ..., assessing acting patient, given responsibility in a situation which we may be in for real in the
future.”

Learning Challenge Affect
N

42

42

52

Proportion of
student ratings
High or very high

92%

55%

95%

Low /negative

2%

5%

0%

Specific authentic clinical skills
COILE
• A skill such as IV line placement
N
SILE illustrative quote
“Taking blood off a patient (rather than a simulation model or a classmate) for the first time.”
Proportion of
“Generally when we were asked to function of a member of the team and given tasks to do. Often student ratings
by the registrar and sometimes in pairs.”
High or very high
Low /negative

Learning Challenge Affect
52

52

52

87%

64%

87%

0%

0%

0%

Specific learning engagement – presenting
COILE
• Presentation of a case on ward round
• Knowing the basic exam - to do, and to present
SILE illustrative quote
“Presenting patient histories and examinations findings in a professional setting, with time
constraints. “

Learning Challenge Affect
N

21

21

21

Proportion of
student ratings
High or very high

70%

71%

42%

Low /negative

5%

5%

21%

Specific learning engagement– questioning
COILE
• Questioning by staff
SILE illustrative quote
“When asked questions by doctors (mainly positive)”
“The time when being questioned by the consultants.”
“Being quizzed by kind staff. Sometimes individually and sometimes in a group.”

Learning Challenge Affect
N

18

18

18

High or very high

89%

95%

61%

Low /negative

0%

0%

11%

Proportion of
student ratings

Administrative/organisational function
COILE
• Learning when modules clash
• Making choices in a busy time table
SILE
“Getting told off for not being prepared or for not attending a tutorial when we often had
clashing commitments. “

Learning Challenge Affect
N

45

46

45

Proportion of
student ratings
High or very high

13%

33%

9%

Low /negative

40%

26%

27%
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Table 1 Clustering and theming COILEs and SILE with illustrative quotes and frequency values (Continued)
Balancing learning and patient needs
COILE
• Balancing patient needs with learning needs
SILE illustrative quote
“By the time we left the room he was very short of breath and tired out from the examination. The
experience was challenging because I know that I will need to examine unwell patients as a
doctor/medical student, and even though the examination may be inconvenient or uncomfortable
patient it will be a necessary part of their healthcare. But (especially as it was for teaching purposes
and not for the patient’s benefit) I felt a little bit unhappy with the situation at the time.”

Learning Challenge Affect
N

20

20

20

Proportion of
student ratings
High or very high

25%

40%

25%

Low /negative

20%

20%

10%

Non-on-the job learning activity
COILE
• Reflective essay / assignments
SILE illustrative quote
“:... many of the assignments were very time consuming but not particularly useful, which meant
there was less time to independently learn things specific to the areas that we were working in.”
COILE
Tutorial based sessions - without patients
• Pharmacology
• Dermatology
• Small group work
SILE illustrative quote
“A group tutorial about Parkinson’s syndrome.
Team tutorial with students (×3) and consultant.”

Reflective essays/assignment
Learning Challenge Affect
N

19

19

19

Proportion of
student ratings
High or very high

10%

5%

11%

Low /negative

74%

47%

26%

tutorial based sessions
Learning Challenge Affect
N

51

55

53

High or very high

63%

53%

53%

Low /negative

6%

4%

4%

Proportion of
student ratings

Adapting to the work place learning environment
COILE
• Parity (variation) of student experience
• Observing what goes on around you and your patient
• Making choices about where to position yourself in the clinical environment
SILE illustrative quote
“The transition from rote-learning to the clinical problem solving was challenging.”

Learning Challenge Affect
N

85

85

85

Proportion of
student ratings
High or very high

51%

51%

37%

Low /negative

19%

17%

13%

Dealing with emotional components (including death)
COILE
• Unexpected or expected death of a patient
SILE illustrative quote
“Brought together with host GP on an acute call for an unexpected death of a patient (GP run),
good exposure and learning by just observing, learning crucial skills involved in dealing with family
members.”
“The emotional component of the run and all the problems patients have in their lives.”

for either COILES (tau-b = 0.113, p = 0.07, n = 423) or
SILEs (tau-b = 0.072, p = 0.582, n = 48).
Qualitative categorisation of learning episodes

All LEs were placed into 10 categories: Immersion in
authentic clinical environments; Simulated clinical experience; Specific authentic clinical skills; Specific
learning engagement– presenting; Specific learning engagement– questioning; Administrative/organisational

Learning Challenge Affect
N

13

12

13

High or very high

69%

58%

39%

Low /negative

8%

8%

39%

Proportion of
student ratings

function; balancing learning and patient needs; Non-onthe job learning activity; Adapting to the work place
learning environment; Dealing with emotional components (including death). The categorisation was determined by comparison and discussion between two of the
authors (JR and TW) and confirmed by the remaining
authors (MT and CJ).
The theme of non-on-the-job learning activities initially included tutorials and a reflective assignment. In
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looking at the mean ratings there was a significant difference between the reflective assignment and tutorials
for learning, challenge and affect (all at p level < 0.001)
suggesting that there were two distinct types of learning
activity within this theme: course assignment and tutorial teaching. Splitting this theme into two components,
reduced the heterogeneity of ratings within this initial
theme. The course assignments were considered as being of lower learning value, lesser challenge and affect
than the tutorial teaching.
Some LEs could be placed within more than one
theme e.g. SILE: “Being asked by the team to take a history and report the findings. I know they had already
seen the patient and knew them but it was still nerve
racking and exciting and made me feel like a doctor.” but
a judgement was made to place them in the most salient
theme.
Table 1 shows the COILEs and illustrative SILE quotes
within each theme, alongside the ratings on perceived
learning, challenge and affect.
High perceived learning with positive affect and high
challenge is characterized by active learning episodes in
the real or simulated setting and related to authentic tasks
of the doctor e.g. Immersion in authentic clinical environment, Specific authentic clinical skills. There are no examples of high perceived learning where there is low
challenge or negative affect. Notably, presenting was rated
as both high for perceived learning and challenge but the
majority of students did not rate affect as being positive.
Administrative/organisational functions were associated with a perception of low learning and were of a
low challenge and also negative affect. In addition,

Fig. 1 Model of challenge, affect and learning
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assignments were felt to have low value for learning
and to be of low challenge, particularly the reflective
assignment.
The majority of students rated Dealing with the emotional component of practice as high for perceived learning and challenge but in respect to affect there was a
noticeable split between those who found it a positive or
negative experience.

Discussion
We have found that both affect and challenge have a
beneficial and synergistic impact on perceived learning.
There were two key features associated with the types of
learning episodes that were most associated with perceived learning (and therefore also seen as both challenging and associated with a positive affect). These were,
firstly, that they were seen as occurring within a situation where interactions with others were prevalent and,
secondly, that they were representative of authentic clinical activities and or practices of a doctor. A simple
model is proposed to encapsulate and explain the relationships found, see Fig. 1:
Learning occurs best when it is within the ZPD [33]
and underpinned by a ‘Broaden and Build’ model
whereby positive emotion encourages thinking and exploratory thoughts [26]. There can be many triggers for
learning but those that create some challenge or dissonance seem the most effective [34]. Learning activities that are solitary or are seen as irrelevant to future
practice are regarded negatively and are seen as isolating. The ‘Broaden and Build’ model resonates with
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work on a growth mind set where how a student perceives a challenge can be positively influential [27].
Type of learning episodes

It is reassuring that positive associations between perceived learning and affect and between perceived learning and challenge were found irrespective of whether the
student self-identified the learning or the learning was
identified by a course organiser. This potentially
strengthens the generalisability of the positive relationships seen.
Students identified that the type of LE was important for perceived learning. One of the biggest differences between LEs regarded as being valuable for
learning, is whether learning included others or was a
solitary activity. Immersion in a workplace environment, simulated sessions, practical tasks, questioning
and presenting all represent social learning opportunities and or activities, and were of judged to have the
greatest learning value. These findings are consistent
with social learning theory [35] where learning occurs
through observing others and or direct experience.
This helps to explain why the relationship with the
teacher or clinician is seen as important [36].
In contrast, the least valued activities, such as administrative decisions or writing an assignment, represent
solitary activities or activities not obviously aligned to
the authentic role of a doctor. Although junior students
may initially have little to practically offer a clinical
health care team, the focus of providing legitimate authentic roles [37] is imperative, whilst also maintaining
patient safety. Much of clinical learning is intimately
intertwined with completing a job or task, associated
with work-based learning [38]. In medical education
many meaningful experiences are experiential and as
such learning occurs on the job and often informally
[39]. This helps to explain why authenticity was seen as
important.
Learning

Students indicated a perception that they learnt during
challenging LEs. We have interpreted this through
Vygotsky’s theory of ZPD. Although ZPD focuses on development we have loosely included development as
‘learning to become a doctor’. We combine the dissonance of challenge and the exposure and support of
others to operationalise the ZPD resulting in learning.
Vygotsky’s theory relies heavily on the importance of
imitation. Imitation is not the mindless copying of actions but more deliberate and occurs when development
possibilities coincide with available practices to imitate
[40]. For example, when a student presents to a senior
member of staff they are imitating what they have seen
in practice. In addition the zone is attained with
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relational support, stretching the student further than
they could attain on their own. The ability to concisely
describe a patient conditions and management is an important developmental clinical art. ZPD is an apt model
to adopt given that it has been described for activity
learning situations developing mastery of a practice [41].
Better social relationships feed into the concept of ZPD
and as such a positive cycle of growth may be evident as
seen in the ‘Broaden and Build’ model.
Challenge

Students perceived greater learning value from LEs that
were challenging. We argue that a perceived deficit in
knowledge and or skills can frequently be the trigger or
stressor for learning itself. This creates potential dissonance necessary for learning growth [24]. Within sport, if
a stressor is seen as challenging, as opposed to threatening, individuals are more likely to perform [42]. Clinical
students have reported that they believe challenge to be
useful for learning [43] and these findings are also consistent with the theory that there has to be disequilibrium to promote learning [25]. Challenging learning
episodes offers a useful dissonance.
Positive affect

The strong association between the perception of learning and positive affect can be interpreted in several ways:
the students were positive because they learnt, they were
positive due to the learning process, they were positive
because they were just in a positive frame of mind. This
study supports the findings that students express positive emotions when able to identify as doctors and when
given roles equated with being a doctor [44, 45]. Irrespective of the cause or effect, feeling positive may allow
a learner to expand the view of themselves and others.
Negative affect is to be avoided as it is likely to result in
reduced learning, a closing down of learning seeking behaviour [26], and has been shown to be detrimental for
practical skill acquisition [19]. Negative emotions are
more long lasting, intense and can be more memorable
than positive feelings [46]. SILEs were rated higher for
perceived learning and positive affect then COILEs. Students identifying LEs invariably chose those that were
associated with feeling positive.
The response to dealing with emotional components
of practice, including death, had a mixed affective response that was different from other responses. The bimodal distribution between negative and positive may
represent a difficultly by students to sperate or identify
whether they were responding to the episode itself or
the learning associated with the episode. For example as
part of a learning episode a student may have felt they
learnt how to break bad news, which would evoke a high
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learning rating, but the actual bad news given may have
coloured the affective response.
Challenge and positive affect are both linked to the
‘Broaden and Build’ model [26]. Challenge gives a purpose to expand thinking. Without a trigger, motivation
to develop/learn is reduced. Positive affect is likely to enhance learning and encourage an individual’s ongoing attention and thinking, broadening the desire for learning
and the development of better social relations and skills
[26]. We found that the associated positive or negative
affect associated with reflective appraisal by the learner
of the LE strongly influenced the perceived learning
value of the LE. The ‘Broaden and Build’ model is activated if positive affect is present which then stimulates
the seeking of further challenging LEs. This seeking is
represented by the build component of the ‘Broaden and
Build’ model and also aligns with work on growth-mind
sets [27].
Some LEs that were felt to be challenging and that involved others were not always associated with learning
or deemed to be positive. Certain opportunities that the
students found challenging have been reported in the literature as being associated with negative emotions, for
example anxiety when presenting cases [47]. Presenting
was reported by a substantial number of students as being a negative experience and as such may represent the
variation in individual students, the context of presenting and the staff members receiving the presentation.
Even within one discipline there may be different teams
that students presented to.
Questioning was deemed to be valuable for learning
and generally received positively. However, the questioning style is important and likely to be variable amongst
clinical staff and therefore variably interpreted by the
student [48]. From a student perspective, managing
questioning is not only related to learning but also a student’s desire to project an image to staff [49]. Therefore,
rating questioning as positive may have been influenced
by the image students felt able to portray. The role of
questioning in medicine also has a long tradition and
the nuances attached to its value are complex [50].
Although it was useful to explore different types of
challenging LEs, it is reassuring that positive associations
between perceived learning and affect and between perceived learning and challenge were found irrespective of
whether the student self-identified the learning or the
learning was identified by a course organiser. This potentially strengthens the generalisability of the positive
relationships seen. The finding that SILEs were rated as
being of perceived greater value for learning and affect
compared with the COILEs indicates that affect may be
the most memorable attribute associated with learning.
It is unsurprising that learning was perceived as being
higher in SILEs as students were requested to identify a
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memorable learning episode whereas staff identified
challenging learning episodes and in hindsight some of
these where neither challenging or associated with high
learning.
Limitations

A limitation of the study is the use of self-report. This
may be especially pertinent in respect to perceived learning. It has been found in the non-clinical setting, when
using a variety of different learning modalities, that students can be inaccurate in the amount of learning perceived as compared to actual learning [51]. It is unclear
in the clinical experiential setting whether perceived
learning may be accurate, under or over inflated. Samples were relatively small and were recruited from one
university. It may not represent a culturally or ability diverse group. In this study students were asked to selfreport after an event (the course or a specific learning
episode). The outcome of the learning encounter, the
learning or performance achieved, may have influenced
the reporting of challenge. Where the learner perceived
little learning or the challenge may have been reported
as being low or high, the challenge never-the-less may
have been perceived differently at the onset. In addition,
the COILEs selected by course organisers were limited
by the organiser’s interpretation of the challenges faced
by students. Some course organisers identified administrative challenges that they themselves perhaps had issues, e.g. clashing of activities, that were not perceived
by students as challenging and or associated with
learning.
This study features that how a student feels (positive
or negative affect) has an important influential factor in
the perceived learning process. It may be difficult to
tease out whether affect influenced perception of the
learning or if the learning experience influenced the
affect. For example, if a student reported feeling positive
on performing an intramuscular injection; did positivity
associated with undertaking this learning task result in
the perception of learning or did the perception having
learnt result in the person feeling positive. This area requires more exploration.

Conclusion
Challenge and affect are beneficial for learning but
are two separate constructs. Negative affect is destructive and should be avoided for learning. Challenge should not be avoided but encouraged.
Challenging learning episodes that are the most valued are those that include authentic tasks with social
interactions. How positive a learner feels is perhaps
the most important facet of learning but not at the
expense of feeling challenged.
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